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Progetto ERC BACKUP: Unveiling the relationship 
between brain connectivity and function by integrated 

photonics 

Creating a hybrid system interfacing photonic and electronic 
circuits with neuronal circuit to emulate brain functions by 

optogenetics activation of neurons



Neuronal network

Memories, ideas, self regulated movement, reflexes and everything you think or do is all
generated through this process: millions, maybe even billions of neurons firing at different rates
and making connections which in turn create different subsystems all running in parallel and
creating a biological Neural Network.

The Neuron is the basic unit of computation in the brain, it receives and integrates chemical
signals from other neurons and depending on a number of factors it either does nothing or
generates an electrical signal or Action Potential which in turn signals other connected
neurons via synapses.

Neurons are morphologically “polarized”
having an input end (dendrites, which collect
information from other neurons) and an
output end (axon that propagate information
towards other cells;synapses)



Neurons in culture 

In-vitro neuronal network



Sculpturing in-vitro neuronal network

In vitro neuron networks are bi-dimensional system easy to instrument at the level of 
individual cell: controlling neuronal polarity allow to engineer network formation

Neuronal polarization 
by external cues

Micro-patterned substrates of 
attractive and repulsive signals 

Use of photoactivable 
protein involved in 

axon growth/guidance



Building an artificial neuronal network with light 
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Neuronal network: memory engram

BACKUP: Creating a hybrid system interfacing photonic circuit with neuronal circuit 

to emulate brain functions by optogenetics activation of neurons.



Memory resides in specific “cell assemblies”  (engram) formed by 

the strengthening of neuronal connections  

Josselyn et al., Nat. Rev. Neurosci. 2015

• A subset of brain regions may be

involved in the engram;

• A subsets of neurons within a brain

region may be involved in the

engram;

• Changes occur at level of synapses:

strengthening of synapses;

Neuronal network: memory engram

BACKUP: Creating a hybrid system interfacing photonic circuit with neuronal circuit 

to emulate brain functions by optogenetics activation of neurons.



The primary mechanism for engram formation is the persistent

modification of the synaptic strength of pre-existing synaptic

connection;
The primary mechanism of
strenghtening of synapses and
consequent formation of an
engram are potentiation (LTP)
and depression (LTD) of pre-
existing connections.

engram

Neuronal network: memory engram

“When an axon of cell A is near enough to 
excite a cell B and repeatedly or 

persistently takes part in firing it, some 
growth process or metabolic change takes 

place in one or both cells such that A’s 
efficiency, as one of the cells firing B, is 

increased”



Create an artificial engram by light 

BACKUP: create an artificial engram by using light (optogenetics) to 
stimulate selective population of cultured neurons in vitro.

Patterned-light illumination (photonic chip) will

correspond to activation of a group of

interconnected neurons along the light path.



Confocal image of neurons (red) and astrocytes (green)
plated on a photonic chip

Create an artificial engram by light 



Create an artificial engram by light 

Neuron A

Neuron B

Neuronal contact

“When an axon of cell A is 
near enough to excite a cell B 

and repeatedly or 
persistently takes part in 

firing it, some growth process 
or metabolic change takes 
place in one or both cells 

such that A’s efficiency, as 
one of the cells firing B, is 

increased”



BACKUP goals

Comparing “engram cells” (illuminated cells) to “non engram cells” by :
• Electrophysiological recordings (patch clamp; MEA system);

In vitro engram will allow to better understand cellular and molecular mechanisms of encoding
and consolidation of a neuronal/synaptic engram (memory) and extinction of an engram
(amnesia).
I can provide molecular and cellular read out of a hybrid network learning ability.

• Live-cells imaging of neuronal activity (calcium dynamics with spinning disk microscopy);

• Post-fixation immuncitochemistry (confocal and super-resolution microscopy);



Astrocytes are essential part of the network

Neurons

Astrocytes

Astrocyte


